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PREFACE

The California Energy Commission Energy Research and Development Division supports public interest energy research and development that will help improve the quality of life in California by bringing environmentally safe, affordable, and reliable energy services and products to the marketplace.

The Energy Research and Development Division conducts public interest research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) projects to benefit California.

The Energy Research and Development Division strives to conduct the most promising public interest energy research by partnering with RD&D entities, including individuals, businesses, utilities, and public or private research institutions.

Energy Research and Development Division funding efforts are focused on the following RD&D program areas:

- Buildings End-Use Energy Efficiency
- Energy Innovations Small Grants
- Energy-Related Environmental Research
- Energy Systems Integration
- Environmentally Preferred Advanced Generation
- Industrial/Agricultural/Water End-Use Energy Efficiency
- Renewable Energy Technologies
- Transportation

Life-Cycle Assessment and Urban Sustainability is the interim report for the Integrated Sustainable Energy Systems Research Roadmap project (Contract Number 500-99-013, Work Authorization BOA-99-238-R) conducted by the Institute of the Environment, University of California, Los Angeles. The information from this project contributes to Energy Research and Development Division’s Transportation Program.

For more information about the Energy Research and Development Division, please visit the Energy Commission’s website at www.energy.ca.gov/research/ or contact the Energy Commission at 916-327-1551.
ABSTRACT

Sustainable community assessment has become increasingly important for regions, counties, and cities as land use strategies and other local policies are developed to reduce fossil fuel consumption and its impacts. New quantitative methodologies are needed as new policies are developed and implemented at regional and local scales to assess their system-wide impacts so that energy-related problems in one location are not traded for problems in another.

Urban metabolism is a comprehensive systems approach for sustainable city assessment that has been applied to many cities throughout the world. Urban metabolism measures the total energy, resources, and waste products that flow into and out of a city or metropolitan region. Changes in flows are evaluated over time to determine if cities are shifting consumption patterns. Interactions between transportation, land use, water, waste and energy of the urban region can then be identified and quantified. This analysis enables decision-makers to better understand the causes and effects of increased energy consumption and determine how to target reduction efforts. However, urban metabolism does not assess the life-cycle impacts of these flows, including the energy, economic, and environmental costs that occur beyond the region’s boundaries.

Life-cycle assessment is the cradle-to-grave analysis of the environmental, social, and economic impacts associated with a product, process, or service. This project assessed how the life-cycle assessment method could be integrated with urban metabolism to: 1) develop comprehensive energy and environmental inventories for cities and metropolitan regions; 2) provide metrics that connect regional and local decisions to environmental and human health damages; and 3) evaluate the effects of waste streams outside the urban boundaries. The urban metabolism framework provided a foundation for understanding city resource use and waste production. The integration of life-cycle assessment principles will provide a more rigorous environmental valuation with more focused recommendations for sustainable community policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
Sustainable community assessment has become increasingly important for regions, counties, and cities as land use strategies and other local policies are developed to reduce fossil fuel consumption and its environmental and human health impacts. New quantitative methodologies are needed as new policies are developed and implemented at regional and local scales to assess their system-wide impacts so that energy-related problems in one sector, city, or region are not traded for problems in another.

Evaluating large metropolitan areas with many interrelated technical and socioeconomic processes requires well-developed approaches. Life-cycle assessment has emerged as the preeminent approach for evaluating complex sectors and urban metabolism has evolved to analyze city processes. These two approaches have been developed for many decades and acknowledge the methodological challenges and uncertainty in systems-oriented analysis.

Project Purpose
The goal of this project was to analyze methods for combining life-cycle assessment with urban metabolism. Urban metabolism is a comprehensive systems approach for sustainable city assessment that has been applied to many cities throughout the world for nearly five decades.

Project Results
Urban metabolism measures the total energy, resources, and waste products that flow into and out of a city or metropolitan region. Changes in flows are evaluated over time to determine if cities are shifting consumption patterns (e.g., consuming more energy per capita or economic output). Interactions between transportation, land use, water, waste and energy of the urban region can be identified and quantified from this analysis. The analysis enables decision-makers to better understand the causes and effects of increased energy consumption and determine how best to target reduction efforts. However, urban metabolism does not assess the life-cycle impacts of these flows, including the energy, economic, and environmental costs that occur beyond the city or region’s geographical or jurisdictional boundaries.

Life-cycle assessment is the cradle-to-grave analysis of the environmental, social, and economic impacts associated with a product, process, service, or sector. Life-cycle assessment has become synonymous with the study of environmental impacts such as energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, criteria pollutants, and toxic and carcinogenic releases and it can also inventory other social and economic indicators like the availability of labor and money. In addition, life-cycle assessment offers a methodology for evaluating the effects of waste streams. The urban metabolism approach stops evaluating the effects of waste streams once they leave the urban area. The processing of waste is by itself a complicated system that can transform city waste products into new materials or return those waste products to the environment from which they were processed. The ultimate fate of waste outputs can tip the environmental balance of upstream processes and should therefore be included in sustainable community assessment.

Life-cycle assessment offers a framework for evaluating urban outputs from their disposal to their potential reprocessing or return to the environment.
The authors concluded that supplementing the life-cycle assessment approach with the urban metabolism approach could provide a more comprehensive framework for assessing the sustainability of communities. Ultimately, the use of the urban metabolism and life-cycle assessment approaches in sustainable community assessment will help: 1) develop comprehensive energy and environmental inventories for cities and metropolitan regions; 2) provide metrics that connect regional and local decisions to environmental and human health damages; and 3) evaluate the effects of waste streams outside the urban boundaries.

**Project Benefits**

The information in this report can be used to develop sustainable communities with less reliance on fossil fuels for energy, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate change, as well as other emissions that have negative impacts on the environment and human health.
CHAPTER 1: Background

As populations shift toward greater urban habitation, it becomes increasingly important to understand how resources enter, are processed, and exit cities. Appropriate balance between urban areas and their supply chains is necessary to ensure sustainable resource consumption and avoidance of impact displacement. The understanding of how resource inputs and waste accumulate in cities is critical in sustainable development considerations (Kennedy 2007). Cities that consume more materials and energy and produce more waste than the ability of their hinterlands to process can be considered unsustainable (Goodland 1996). Furthermore, how cities transform inputs into useful work, processes, goods, services, and wastes impacts populations both inside and out of the urban area (Chester 2010). An understanding of how cities metabolize resource inputs into desired products with zero or minimal environmental and human health impacts is critical in the identification and development of policy options. A systems-oriented environmental framework that captures direct, indirect, and supply chain processes associated with resource use or decision is necessary for comprehensively evaluating the complex urban system.

The life-cycle assessment (LCA) framework offers a methodological foundation for evaluating complex systems and can complement the urban metabolism approach for sustainable city evaluation. LCA describes the cradle-to-cradle assessment of a process or larger system including direct, indirect, and supply chain effects. While LCA has become synonymous with environmental assessment, its use can be broadly applied to many technical or non-technical indicators of interest. Life-cycle environmental inventories have been performed on energy consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) and criteria air pollutants (CAP) of large systems (we acknowledge that CAPs include ozone and these studies typically evaluate VOCs instead, which including NOx are the precursors to ozone formation) (Chester 2010, Chester 2009a, Chester 2009b, Stokes 2009 Facanha 2007, Facanha 2006, Guggemos 2006). While these environmental indicators are common in LCAs, hazardous wastes, toxic releases, carcinogenic releases, and many others can be evaluated. Life-cycle cost assessment (LCCA) is the economic arm of LCA designed to evaluate system-wide costs and benefits. Material flow analysis is directly related to LCA and can be used to track the supply chain effects of the production of goods or processes (Bouman 2000). Tracking the availability of autochthonous resources and labor is also possible. Pfister (2009) creates an LCA method for evaluating freshwater consumption using global cotton production as a case study. EIO-LCA (2010), an LCA modeling program, captures total labor requirements (reported as the total number of employees needed throughout the supply chain) for any process. The fundamental LCA principles are not specified for any particular indicator (e.g., energy, emissions, costs) but are generalized for any item that can be specified as an input or output to processes in a system. This makes the framework particularly valuable when evaluating sustainable community assessment.
Urban metabolism has become the primary methodology for sustainable city assessment. The technique typically evaluates energy, material, water, and nutrient inputs and outputs through urban regions (where outputs also include waste in various forms) (Kennedy 2007). Originally developed by Wolman (1965), urban metabolism is a methodology for evaluating the stocks of inputs and outputs through a city and the processes that transform them within. When evaluated over time, changes in flows are used to determine if cities are shifting consumption patterns (e.g., consuming more energy per person) and inferences are drawn as to the significance. Sustainability in the context of the ability of the city’s hinterlands to provide inputs and process outputs, and the impacts of how metabolic processes use inputs and produce outputs, are discussed (e.g., accumulation of nutrients and toxic chemicals, urban heat island effects). Urban metabolism does not call for the inclusion of supply chain upstream effects or quantitative impact assessment for the local environment or to human health.

With increasing interest in urban sustainability in California given recent climate and urban planning legislation, new approaches should be developed to comprehensively evaluate the impacts of policy on environmental and human health well-being. Combining the principles of LCA with urban metabolism provides an improved methodology for understanding the impacts from processes in cities. The LCA framework starts with the inventorying of processes within a system and ends with impact assessment. Urban metabolism is equivalent to the first step in the inventorying process but should be supplemented with indirect and supply chain processes. Furthermore, impact assessment should be instituted in urban metabolism studies to evaluate environmental and human health effects of city and supply chain processes beyond qualitative assessments of changes in flows. The LCA framework has been clearly defined and can be used with urban metabolism in developing more comprehensive sustainability assessments of cities.
CHAPTER 2: Systems-Oriented Approaches

Evaluating large networks with many interrelated technical and socioeconomic processes requires well-developed approaches. LCA has emerged as the preeminent framework for evaluating complex systems, and urban metabolism has evolved to analyze city processes. These two frameworks have been developed for many decades and acknowledge the methodological challenges and uncertainty in systems-oriented analysis.

2.1 The Life-Cycle Assessment Framework

LCA is the cradle-to-cradle evaluation of processes and systems incorporating direct, indirect, and supply chain effects. The term *life-cycle assessment* includes inventorying (LCI: assessing the flows of resource inputs and emissions outputs), impact assessment (LCIA: identifying the impacts of the resource use and emissions, e.g., material depletion or human health effects), and interpretation (re-evaluation of the LCI and LCIA to reduce uncertainty and impacts by evaluating critical process parameters) phases. A comprehensive LCA should include all of these phases. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has formalized the definition of LCA in its 14040 series specifying that 1) goal and scope definition, 2) inventory analysis, 3) impact assessment, and 4) interpretation should be included. There are some cases, however, where inventory analysis and impact assessment can be considered the same (e.g., energy consumption and GHG emissions, although O’Hare (2009) points out that in the case of climate change society is ultimately concerned with heating). And several studies distinguish themselves as LCIs (and not full LCAs) by quantifying emissions from activities but stopping before impact assessment acknowledging the complexities of modeling environmental and human health impacts [Chester 2009a, Facanha 2007, Facanha 2006].

The LCA framework includes considerations for system boundary selection and functional units and can evaluate direct, indirect, and supply chain processes for the system of interest. The direct component is the immediate process of interest. For example, when performing an LCA of an automobile, the direct process of interest would be operating a car that requires gasoline as an energy input and produces emissions in combustion [Chester 2009a]. Indirect processes are the processes that must exist for the direct process to function. In order for an automobile to operate, it must be manufactured and maintained, roads must be constructed, and petroleum refined. While it is common for an LCA to draw a system boundary around direct and indirect components, it is important to consider supply chain effects. The supply chain is all upstream activities throughout an economy (or global network) that in some part exist to support the direct and indirect components. Roadway construction requires aggregate mining that is performed by machinery combusting diesel fuel. And steel must be produced for petroleum refining plant construction. Several LCAs show that the majority of some emissions (particularly CAP) occur in the supply chain and not necessarily in the direct or indirect processes of immediate interest [Chester 2009a, Facanha 2007, Facanha 2006]. The system boundary selection is the most critical underlying assumption of the analysis because if not
chosen properly, can exclude components that if included would change the conclusions of the assessment. Figure 1 illustrates a generic system of interest with inputs (raw materials and energy), outputs (atmospheric emissions, waterborne wastes, solid wastes, and coproducts) as well as a system boundary. The life-cycle components included (raw material acquisition, manufacturing, use/reuse/maintenance, and waste management) are but a few that could potentially be considered. For example, Chester (2009a) includes 79 life-cycle components in the assessment of several passenger transportation modes. Additionally, the inputs and outputs shown in Figure 1 represent only a handful of the almost limitless options for LCA systems analysis. All inputs and outputs, however, must be normalized for useful conclusions.

**Figure 1: Generic LCA System Boundary**

![Figure 1: Generic LCA System Boundary](image)

Functional units allow for normalization of LCA results across multiple components, time frames, and geography. When evaluating emissions from the automobile life cycle, it is necessary to incorporate both vehicle manufacturing as well as “tailpipe” operation factors [Chester 2009a]. While emissions from vehicle manufacturing results are typically first evaluated as a one-time puff, vehicle tailpipe factors are usually considered during operation, or per unit distance traveled during the lifetime of the vehicle. In order to combine the two life-cycle components in a meaningful comparison, the functional unit must be established, and the results normalized to that metric. For example, Chester (2009a) normalizes the LCI emissions of different transportation modes per vehicle and passenger-mile-traveled (further referred to as VMT and PMT). With this functional unit, the emissions from manufacturing a car would be divided by the car’s expected lifetime VMT and PMT (acknowledging that the impact of the emissions from the two life-cycle components must be evaluated independently with temporal factors).
and geographic considerations). The establishment of the functional unit is a necessary first-step in any LCA and does not have to be limited to a single metric. It is the foundation of assessing quantitative results across an array of direct, indirect, and supply chain components.

The inclusion of direct, indirect, and supply chain components that are triggered through the activity of interest can be evaluated through several LCA approaches. Process and economic input-output (EIO) are the two primary approaches for performing an LCA and can be used in conjunction [Hendrickson 2006]. The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry and the United States Environmental Protection Agency have led the standardization of process-based LCA in the U.S. [EPA 1993, SETAC 1993]. Process-based LCA is the brute-force approach of evaluating a large system and its interdependent components. Once the system boundary has been established, the direct component of interest is evaluated considering the inputs and outputs of interest. Next, all subprocesses to this first process are then evaluated moving up the supply chain. In LCA, it is often the case that indirect processes exist to support the processes of interest (e.g., some fraction of total salt production exists, requiring resource inputs and producing emission outputs, to de-ice roadways, and could therefore be included in the LCA of an automobile). Once subprocesses have been evaluated, the next level of sub-subprocesses would be considered. For each step, data is gathered and component inventories are determined, and when normalized to the functional unit, produce the LCI. While process-based LCA is the preferred approach to use the most representative data and evaluate system-specific components, it requires such intense data and resource requirements that evaluating the entire supply chain is impossible [Hendrickson 2006]. For process-based LCA, proper establishment of the system boundary is critical in creating a comprehensive assessment that does not miss any game-changing components but also creates a reasonable work scope for the practitioner. (The scoping challenges for biofuel environmental assessment highlight the importance of appropriate system boundary selection as illustrated by Farrell 2006 and Searchinger 2008.)

Acknowledging these limitations, the EIO approach was developed to complement the resource constraints of process-based LCA [Hendrickson 1998]. EIO models show supply chain interactions among all sectors of an economy and when joined with environmental data can be used for LCA [Leontief 1970]. The EIO-LCA approach evaluates the resource inputs and emissions outputs associated with economic activity in every sector of the economy. When evaluating automobile manufacturing, some amount of steel was purchased to produce the car, and going up the supply chain shows that in producing that steel electricity was produced, first requiring coal [Hendrickson 2006]. These interdependencies go on throughout the entire supply chain and mathematical approaches for estimating them have been established [Hendrickson 1998]. Hybrid LCA is the combination of process and EIO-based LCA to reduce data and resource constraints in modeling while capturing the entire supply chain. Hybrid LCA calls for the use of process-based LCA through the first few tiers of processes and sub-processes to capture major life-cycle components with high resolution data. When sub-processes align with economic sectors, the EIO approach is then used to evaluate up the supply chain. The hybrid LCA approach also operates with some methodological uncertainty that should be acknowledged and addressed. However, this approach has shown to be a good alternative to the process-based approach offering more comprehensive system wide assessment [Chester 2010, Stokes 2009, Chester 2009a, Facanha 2007, Facanha 2006, Guggemos 2006].
2.2 The Urban Metabolism Framework

Urban metabolism is an input-output material or energy assessment of cities. The framework was originally conceived by Wolman (1965) for a hypothetical city evaluated with U.S. data and has evolved to consider both technical and socioeconomic effects of how cities use resources and dispose of waste [Kennedy 2007]. There have been many urban metabolism studies of cities worldwide since Wolman (1965) and they typically focus on energy, water, materials, nutrients, and waste [Kennedy 2007]. More recently, several urban metabolism studies have included air emissions [Kennedy 2009a, Kennedy 2009b, Warren-Rhodes 2001, Decker 2000].

Similar to LCA, urban metabolism relies principally on the law of conservation of energy, that energy or matter coming into a city must be equal to what is inside the city (accumulated) plus what is output (which includes forms of waste and emissions), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Fundamental Energy and Mass Balance Concept for LCA and Urban Metabolism


The urban metabolism framework is still developing and does not have consistent metrics for evaluating resource consumption or waste outputs. Additionally, two schools of thought have emerged on how to evaluate these flows. The first group evaluates mass fluxes in metrics that are generally more useful to decision-makers and planners. [See Kennedy (2007) for a comprehensive summary of literature.] The second group chooses to represent flows in a common functional unit of energy equivalents, largely based on the work of Odum (1983) [Zhang 2009, Huang 2003, Huang 1998]. The understanding of how resources enter cities, accumulate, and exit as waste can be considered an indicator of sustainable growth and development [Decker 2000].

While urban metabolism mass and energy flow metrics have been considered reasonable indicators of city sustainability, the inclusion of more complex socioeconomic conditions is important. Considering a city that consumes more resources or generates more waste than its hinterlands can produce or process [Goodland 1996] is a good start, but the quality of resource use from both technical and socioeconomic perspectives is also important. Consumption of
energy, water, materials, and nutrients per capita is most useful when combined with growth indicators (e.g., Gross Domestic Product, education) to measure how effective these resources are at performing work and achieving effective growth, and improving quality of living. Furthermore, the acknowledgement of waste as not just solid and water but also air emissions and nutrient loss is critical to the framework. A city that reduces resource consumption per capita while increasing environmental and human health impacting emissions must be considered in any urban metabolism sustainability metric.
CHAPTER 3: Incorporating LCA to Complement Urban Metabolism in Sustainable Community Assessment

The LCA framework offers several methodological contributions for urban metabolism that, if implemented, would provide more comprehensive city assessment and an improved understanding of resource consumption and waste generation impacts. The two frameworks operate under the founding principle of total accounting of energy and resource flows. Urban metabolism has evolved as the approach for understanding the complexities of resource use and waste generation in cities and how technical and socioeconomic development are linked. LCA has been developed as the approach for understanding cradle-to-cradle effects of direct, indirect, and supply chain processes of large systems and the impact those systems have. The two frameworks, however, have developed independently of each other even though many methodological concepts overlap. The incorporation of indirect and supply chain inventorying as well as impact assessment would offer several improvements to the urban metabolism framework and aid in more comprehensively evaluating city sustainability.

3.1 Implementing System Boundaries That Incorporate Indirect and Supply Chain Effects

The establishment of system boundaries in the urban metabolism framework that captures life-cycle processes will improve input and output modeling ultimately resulting in a more comprehensive understanding of city footprints. The challenge of establishing system boundaries that incorporate large system interdependencies has been acknowledged [Fung 2005, Ekvall 2004, Suh 2004, Hendrickson 1998]. Macroregion, nation, and global models may exist but can be constrained by low-resolution and high-uncertainty data, the inability to capture economies of scale, and allocation issues, to name a few. However, by acknowledging and addressing these limitations [Huijbregts 2001], the implementation of large system boundaries that capture supply chains effects can offer critical insight into upstream components that may dominate the footprint of the city but be unaccounted for in the traditional urban metabolism system boundary. (The term traditional is used to describe urban metabolism studies typically considering only direct effects of processes.) For example, Chester (2010) performs a LCI of passenger transportation in three U.S. cities concluding that the majority of SO₂ and PM₁₀ emissions do not result from vehicle operation combustion emissions but from upstream supply chain processes (SO₂ emissions, which in the lifecycle are a magnitude times larger than the tailpipe, result from electricity generation in vehicle manufacturing, infrastructure construction, and fuel refining, while PM₁₀ emissions are produced primarily from aggregate mining for roadways and asphalt placement processes). LCA has introduced a suite of techniques and datasets for evaluating upstream components which should be incorporated in future urban metabolisms. Figure 3 generalizes a traditional urban metabolism system boundary with an expanded boundary that incorporates indirect and supply chain components.
Figure 3 illustrates that for any input or output considered in an urban metabolism framework, indirect and supply chain components can be included to more comprehensively capture the city’s footprint. The red arrows represent scenarios where upstream life-cycle components can be included and hypothetical process diagrams are shown for material inputs and solid waste outputs. For example, when considering plastic resin manufacturing to produce polyethylene terephthalate (PET) drink bottles, the urban metabolism framework boundary would consider the mass or embodied energy as one material input to the city. However, evaluating PET materials in the LCA boundary would yield upstream effects not captured in the traditional boundary. EIO-LCA (2010) computes upstream effects for $1 million U.S. dollars’ worth of plastic resin manufacturing resulting in 23 Terajoules of energy consumed and emissions of GHG (1,700 Mg CO₂e) and CAP (2.9 Milligrams SO₂, 7.6 Mg Carbon Monoxide, 2.5 Mg NOx, 5 Mg VOC, and 470 kg PM10). Furthermore, based on data from the U.S. EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory, EIO-LCA (2010) reports air (730 kilograms), water (120 kg), and land (460 kg) legal releases of toxic substances directly into the environment. For the 23 TJ of life-cycle energy consumed, 7.9 TJ are the result of direct manufacturing process followed by 4.1 TJ in electricity generation and 2 TJ in petroleum refineries. (The remainder is distributed throughout other supporting processes.) Similarly, of the 1,700 Mg CO₂e life-cycle total GHG emissions, only 400 Mg are emitted during resin manufacturing with significant contributions from electricity generation (340 Mg), chemical manufacturing (90 Mg), and truck transportation (55 Mg). The largest contributors to life-cycle CAP emissions are often not the result of the resin manufacturing itself. Approximately 60 percent of total SO₂ emissions result from electricity...
generation, 50 percent of total VOC emissions are produced by indirect processes, and the largest PM10 contributor is waste management (diesel vehicles handling waste for processes that support resin manufacturing). Figure 3 also calls attention to life-cycle considerations for city outputs by illustrating a hypothetical upstream life-cycle process for solid waste. Waste management processes and the ultimate fate of materials (i.e., landfilling, recycling, reuse, and incineration) can determine the environmental balance of disposed goods [Chester 2008]. Diesel trucks are used for hauling waste and moving materials into landfills. Products that are reused or recycled to some extent avoid manufacturing of new products with more environmentally intense virgin material processing. And the fate of landfill methane gas (i.e., vented with no recovery, captured and flared, or captured and converted to electricity) can shift the GHG balance of entire systems [Chester 2009b]. Kennedy (2007) proposes a general estimate that the area required to sustain a city is typically one or two orders of magnitude greater than the area of the city itself. By extending the urban metabolism traditional boundary with the LCA framework, the reach of the city and the supporting footprint expand by acknowledging all interrelated components. However, this footprint does not yet necessarily incorporate degradation to the environment and human health, a core metric for evaluating urban sustainability.

### 3.2 Evaluating Impacts

Urban metabolism should be integrated with LCIA in sustainable community evaluation to consider environmental, human health, LCCA, autochthonous resource consumption, labor, and other effects in addition to climate change. The term sustainability is sometimes tied explicitly to GHG emissions and climate change but should consider the suite of impacts that affect not only environmental and human health impacts, but also economic, technical, social, and political conditions. Figure 4 shows the typical impact assessment midpoint categories considered by environmental LCIA practitioners.

The midpoint categories are represented in terms of an equivalence of a reference substance to normalize multiple LCI result substances contributing to the same impact. For example, human toxicity encompasses carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic releases represented as equivalent kilograms of chloroethylene into air [Jolliet 2003]. Then, using exposure models, the human health damage category is estimated. A LCIA may evaluate multiple midpoint categories and would represent the effects to human health in terms of a damage unit, in this case disability adjusted life years (DALY). The environmental and human health midpoint and damage categories shown in Figure 4 do not capture other impacts such as costs, autochthonous resource consumption (e.g., water), or labor. Scoping the definition of sustainability to include considerations for all of these impacts is important from a policy and decision-making perspective. Decisions are rarely made on environmental considerations only and often include economic technical, social, and political components that may constrain options. Also, by considering a single impact (e.g., GHG emissions) a risk exists of substituting a sustainability improvement from one category for increased impacts in another category. This is highlighted by Chester (2010b) in an analysis of California’s proposed high-speed rail (HSR) system. The LCI shows that while it is possible to achieve GHG emissions reductions in implementing the
system, if electricity is purchased from the current mix, then increased SO2 emissions will result in environmental acidification and cardiovascular issues. The takeaway is that any policy that promotes construction of the HSR system should include mandates for cleaner sulfur electricity production (e.g., purchasing high-priced but cleaner electricity or installing advanced scrubber technologies at electricity generation facilities).

Figure 4: Environmental and Human Health LCIA Categories

Urban metabolism impact assessment should incorporate LCA and LCIA methodology and move beyond inferring meaning from material flow and accumulation. While understanding accumulation processes is important for sustainable city development allowing inferences about continued consumption growth and the ability of the hinterlands to provide inputs and process waste outputs, it is also important to establish firm cause-and-effect relationships on the environment and people. Integrating LCA with urban metabolism will allow for more comprehensive inventorying, however, the LCIA approach can be used with the traditional system boundary (Figure 3). First, urban metabolism studies should begin linking production, use, and end-of-life environmental, human health, economic, and other indicator factors in evaluating flows into and out of a city. For example, in considering construction materials in the traditional urban metabolism boundary, concrete would enter the city in the form of cement, aggregate, and water leading to energy consumption and emissions in transport. The activities associated with mixing and pouring of concrete will also require diesel fuel and will result in
additional emissions [Guggemos 2005]. Lastly, at the end of the concrete’s useful life, equipment and manpower will be used to tear it up and remove it from the city, potentially recycling some fraction. An inventory can be created for these components, or expanded with the LCA approach resulting in a more comprehensive assessment. Regardless, in addition to the concrete material flow captured, potential environmental and human health perturbations can be assessed. Expanding the boundary of the study to include LCA considerations would capture components such as mining of raw aggregate and the inputs and outputs associated with those processes. A geographically differentiated resource extraction and depletion LCIA could be developed providing a clearer answer on what continued per capita material consumption means for a particular city. Tracing through the supply chain to specific mining operations would show how quickly mine supply will run out and where the city will need to import from afterwards. (Life-cycle processes associated with concrete are shown in Figure 5.) Furthermore, mining operations release significant quantities of particulate matter [EIO-LCA 2010]. If populations are exposed to emissions from mines when extracting concrete components for a city then human health impacts from a decision in an urban area could be impacting people elsewhere, an important consideration in establishing sustainable practices. The implementation of LCIA in urban metabolism provides a clearer approach for moving beyond inferences of the effects of quantities of inputs and outputs to a methodology that can evaluate these effects.
Implementing LCA and LCIA with urban metabolism can aid in evaluating economic, technical, social, and political considerations of decisions. First, LCCA can determine economic impacts beyond direct process costs. For example, externalities associated with air pollution (health care) and resource depletion (having to engineer out materials that are no longer in supply for more costly alternatives or alternatives that are further away) can be included. With the LCA framework, these costs can be geographically and temporally specified to further identify if particular population groups are disproportionally impacted by activities or decisions in the city. Next, because the LCA framework calls for an interpretation phase, the processes producing the greatest impacts should be re-evaluated for potential reductions [ISO 2006]. Technical process scrutiny is important in LCA because it forces evaluation of alternatives and decisions to reduce impact. In evaluating the life-cycle impacts of passenger transportation in cities, Chester (2010) reports emissions of particulate matter from asphalt paving and production are roughly twice that of vehicle operation for automobiles. The interpretation phase suggests further assessment of this result to reduce impact. These emissions are primarily the result of diesel truck use in asphalt paving and fugitive emissions at hot-mix asphalt plants. Solutions could include improved particle filter deployment for diesel trucks and plants, resulting in implementation costs but also avoided human health impacts (that could be
evaluated in the LCCA). Or, policies could be implemented such that new asphalt plant facilities are not sited near high impact population areas. Social considerations for LCA can be evaluated to some extent within the LCCA and LCIA frameworks considering to which population groups costs and impacts are disproportionally assessed. Research evaluating the siting of “locally undesirable land uses” could include LCCA and LCIA analyses in the evaluation of burdens for environmental justice concerns [Faber 2002, Hamilton 1995, Been 1993]. Although this does not address all of the broad questions that arise in social equity considerations, it does provide a framework for a quantitative starting point. In evaluating the life-cycle effects of bus operation, Chester (2009a) highlights the importance of considering occupancy levels in the relative environmental benefit of the mode compared to others. Political constraints are important because they may limit choices for reasons that are not captured in material flow or environmental assessments. Bus size in the United States is somewhat constrained by consideration for handicapped accessibility (a benefit that would not be captured in most assessments). Technical recommendations without regard for this political consideration would not produce reasonable options for improvements.

3.3 Closing the Loop

Cradle-to-cradle assessment is a critical step in understanding the complete life cycle because of the potential to avoid production of virgin materials their upstream processes. However, end-of-life processes are often difficult to assess given lack of information on waste systems, resulting in many LCAs establishing system boundaries excluding this step. Nonetheless, with increased waste management constraints (e.g., difficulty in siting new landfills, product take-back regulations, and regional goals for decreased material sent to landfills), it has become more important to consider end-of-life processes. This life-cycle component is not necessarily trivial and can tip the balance of a decision of which product to use. For example, Chester (2008) evaluates changes to a city’s recycling operations and resulting increases in recycling participation. The goal of the study was to understand the energy, GHG, and economic effects of modifying collection fleet operations to encourage residents to recycle more (i.e., switching to single-stream recycling requires less effort for residents but more processing of the waste). Chester (2008) shows that with increased recycling comes decreased virgin material use, and the energy and GHG benefits of not extracting and processing virgin material are several orders of magnitude larger than the additional energy and GHG costs of the logistical changes. When surveying a California material recovery facility, Chester (2008) discovered that low-grade recyclables were being shipped to China where they were either processed into new goods or incinerated for electricity. This example highlights the importance of understanding the end-of-life implications for cities and waste outputs.

The uncertainty in waste flows and end-of-life fates should be considered in city LCAs. Some data exist on national waste flows, but little is known at state or regional levels. California compiles more comprehensive data than other states, but the information is focused on characterizing the composition of solid waste and landfills, neither specifically addressing flows [CIWMB 2008]. The environmental impacts from waste in landfills is also uncertain. While landfills are discussed as GHG sources (due to anaerobic decay-producing methane), the body
of literature addressing landfill chemistry is sparse and points to significant uncertainty in GHG emission factors [Chester 2009b]. Waste buried at landfills may or may not degrade depending on the material’s lignin content and other environmental factors; and it is possible for landfills to sequester carbon [Chester 2009b, EPA 2006]. Methane that is produced is either not captured and vented to the atmosphere, captured and flared (reducing the methane to CO₂ resulting in fewer GHG impacts and destroying organic compounds which pose human health risks), or captured and combusted for electricity. The capture efficiency is also somewhat uncertain with a large range. (Chester 2009b summarizes literature reporting between 10 percent and 90 percent of gas collected.) However, significant development of gas-to-energy systems coupled with financial incentives to overcome initial investments may further aid in the deployment of these technologies [EPA 2010b]. Gas-to-electricity can reduce GHG impacts by reducing landfill direct emissions and offsetting fossil-based electricity production. Although significant uncertainty exists for end-of-life processes, incorporating this component into urban metabolism is necessary to understand how material and energy loops are closed. This includes both the effects of material end-of-life choices as well as how those choices affect the larger system (for example, avoiding virgin use). Previous LCAs that incorporate this component suggest that including it can alter decisions on how to design and use products, and dispose of waste.

3.4 First Steps

Integrating the LCA framework with urban metabolism can be assisted by several studies that have already evaluated components of urban environments. LCAs have been executed for energy, materials, water, nutrients, and waste footprints of cities or their components. Identifying the need to include LCA in material flow analysis, Leach (1997) evaluates the paper life cycle presenting initial thoughts on the need for integrating the two approaches for cities. Water and wastewater LCIs and LCIAs for several cities have been performed including evaluation of conventional technologies and future improvements [Lundie 2004, Lundin 2002, Lundin 2000, Houillon 2005, Tillman 1998]. Several of the wastewater studies link changes in processing steps to effects on upstream mineral production. The material and environmental impacts of buildings has been considered. Guggemos (2005) and Eaton (1998) create LCAs for comparing concrete and steel-framed buildings. Guggemos (2006) presents an LCI decision-support tool for evaluating commercial building construction, and Junnila (2006) and Junnila (2003) quantify the LCI of office buildings in Europe and the United States. Through evaluation of construction materials, building operations, and transportation effects, Norman (2006) evaluates the energy and GHG life-cycle effects of high and low residential density. The life-cycle effects of waste management including landfill gas capture is of particular interest to LCA practitioners trying to better understand end-of-life scenarios. Chester (2008) evaluates how changes in collection logistics for a city improves recycling participation rates, ultimately avoiding virgin material production. Denison (1996) and Barton (1996) present discussions on the importance of life-cycle considerations in waste management. LCAs of city components also exist for processes that do not fit into the traditional urban metabolism inputs and outputs. Chester (2010) compares passenger transportation impacts in the San Francisco, Chicago, and

Regional datasets and input-output models should be developed to facilitate the integration of LCA and urban metabolism. There are few state and city-level material flow data [Cicas 2007] and energy, emissions, and other waste factors are often not geographically specified. Chester (2009b) points out that little state-level data exists on the landfill gas capture technologies for California landfills. To evaluate the changes in California landfill emissions from reductions of solid waste, Chester (2009b) developed California-specific landfill emission factors from national average factors [EPA 2006]. The use of state-level electricity mix environmental factors also is problematic because it does not acknowledge interstate power trading. Marriott (2005) discusses how environmentally progressive policies have pushed coal generation out of California and imports of electricity accounted for 26 percent of total electricity consumption for the state in 2000. It is necessary to evaluate city-specific factors because of the potentially large estimation errors that could result from implementation of lower resolution parameters. While some state-level input-output models exist [EIO-LCA 2010], many new region-specific datasets will need to be developed before supply chain effects can be accurately determined for urban areas. Additionally, impact assessment will also need to be assessed with high geographic resolution. There are number of impact assessment tools that can evaluate the environmental and human health effects at high resolution (e.g., county-level) [Humbert 2009, Muller 2007]. The use of state or national factors for urban analysis can insert a level of uncertainty into results that may lead to incorrect policy decisions.
Chapter 4: Urban Policy and Systems-oriented Approaches

Policy has rarely incorporated system-wide assessment and it has become increasingly important to do so with an improved understanding of the interconnectedness of processes. Moving beyond assessments of direct processes of interest to capture indirect and supply chain effects is necessary in forming comprehensive regulations. It is important that reductions in one environmental impact are not traded for another.

4.1 Acknowledging Indirect and Supply Chain Processes

Combining LCA with urban metabolism creates a new conceptual framework for constructing policy that considers beyond direct processes. With increasing interest in reducing climate change impacts, geographic regions from sub-national authorities to the city level have constructed greenhouse gas reduction plans [WCI 2010, CARB 2010a, CARB 2010b, Portland 2009]. These plans seek reductions through direct (e.g., energy efficiency, vehicle standards, renewable electricity goals, reducing automobile trips, etc.) and economic mechanisms. A commonality of these plans is that they typically focus on reductions of greenhouse gases without consideration of life-cycle effects (one exception being California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard which introduces fuel life-cycle carbon-intensity evaluation). To exclude indirect and supply chain effects is short-sighted because 1) life-cycle effects will change inventory results and 2) it may be possible for a city to reduce its footprint by improving life-cycle processes by targeting upstream processes outside of their region (e.g., requiring suppliers of goods to consolidate shipments so that freight operations that provide upstream logistics for goods that ultimately end up in the city are less carbon-intense).

California’s Senate Bill 375 (SB375) links regional planning and transportation with the goal of controlling urban sprawl (ultimately reducing vehicle travel and its emissions) and should include systems-oriented GHG accounting. The bill requires that the 18 metropolitan planning organizations within the state align transportation, housing, and regional land-use plans with the goal of reducing vehicle travel [CARB 2010b]. The objective is that by requiring regional GHG plans that indirectly control vehicle travel, communities will have to integrate disjointed processes and organizations that are involved in developmental processes to create integrated sustainable growth strategies. While SB375 is still in its initial phases and is likely subject to reevaluation in its regulatory process, it has not introduced systems-oriented GHG accounting to comprehensively evaluate its effects. The GHG accounting metrics are not clear but it is implied that regions evaluate reductions in automobile travel in their plans through fuel combustion emissions. The tailpipe approach can yield informative indicators but the LCA and urban metabolism frameworks should be applied to accurately quantify system-wide effects.

SB375 should acknowledge that changes in personal vehicle travel through sustainable growth result in emissions effects beyond the tailpipe. For example, instead of building tract homes on the city periphery at low development costs and high returns, SB375 now incentivizes the developer to construct closer to the city center where public transit and non-motorized modal
access is more effective. Evaluating the two scenarios may in fact show that additional automobile travel was avoided with their GHG emissions. However, the LCA framework specifies more comprehensive evaluation of the two scenarios including infrastructure components. The additional energy requirements and emissions of constructing in the two regions should be included as well as the effects of residential building density on facility operations [Norman 2006]. Indicators are that high residential density, which syncs with sustainable growth SB375 objectives, reduces both vehicle travel and infrastructure requirements producing additional savings not accounted for when evaluating the automobile’s fuel combustion explicitly. While building GHG emissions are larger for high density-development per square meter than low-density, residents in high-density areas often live in smaller dwellings resulting in lower emissions per person [Norman 2006]. And many components beyond building construction and operation should be considered. Building on the city periphery will result in a loss of productive natural environment, a potentially significant life-cycle GHG component (as illustrated for biofuels by Searchinger 2008). Furthermore, reducing combustion emissions through reductions in vehicle travel also reduces emissions associated with fuel production and vehicle manufacturing and maintenance (reductions in distance driven extends the temporal lifetime of automobiles, delaying the need to construct a new vehicle and perform maintenance) [Chester 2009a].

The goal of SB375 is to reduce GHG emissions indirectly and the urban metabolism framework offers an approach for evaluating the multiple energy and environmental indicators of processes that are ultimately targeted for carbon reductions. GHG emissions would be considered an airborne waste in the tradition urban metabolism boundary. Current SB375 accounting suggests evaluation of the airborne waste without any consideration of the system-wide changes of inputs and outputs that occur. This approach is prone to missing the indirect effects that occur elsewhere in the city in energy, water, material, nutrient, and other waste flows. Cross-assessments of these components are commensurate with the LCA framework in their fundamental methodological consideration that systems are not independent and should not be evaluated as such. Reducing vehicle travel through sustainable develop would affect consumption of energy, water, material, and nutrients, and would change other waste flows. For example, high-density residential development can result in less energy use (due to shared wall effects), a less expansive water infrastructure, differing building material requirements, changes to nutrient recycling, and new waste flows compared to low-density sprawl. Each of these changes presents a potential change in GHG emissions unrelated to vehicle travel. The SB375 goal of implementing smart growth strategies for communities should be evaluated from systems-oriented lenses that capture the broader scale of GHG impacts.

4.2 Performing LCA With Urban Metabolism

Urban sustainability analysis can be accomplished by adapting traditional LCA guidelines in the assessment of city metabolism indicators [ISO 2006]. Figure 6 shows a generalized analysis process for evaluating urban metabolism indicators.
The analysis starts with the identification of urban metabolism indicators of interest (Figure 6: ①). Urban metabolism studies typically consider only a few of these indicators in their assessments [Kennedy 2007], and comprehensive city analysis should capture all inputs and outputs if possible. With urban metabolism indicators selected, the system boundary is established to capture the direct, indirect, and supply chain components that should be captured in the LCI (Figure 6: ②). Not all life-cycle components need to be included in every LCA. LCAs that evaluate policies or decisions that affect particular life-cycle stages where other stages do not change may exclude these components. Decisions that affect the energy efficiency of manufacturing processes may not result in changes to upstream components. The selection of the system boundary is possibly the most critical component in the LCA process because if critical processes are excluded, then policy and decision recommendations may be poorly informed. Considering the many human health and environmental indicators that can be included in the definition of sustainability is important (Figure 6: ③). Establishing sustainability metrics based on a subset of indicators may result in unforeseen impact tradeoffs. Sustainability should include not only human health and environmental metrics, but also factors that capture economic, social, technical, and political requirements. All indicators must be normalized to a functional unit (or multiple) that captures accurate representation of effects (Figure 6: ④). For example, consider a comparison of two cars. One may emit 250 g CO₂e per vehicle kilometer and the other 350 g CO₂e per vehicle kilometer. If the first car typically travels with just the
driver and the second a driver and carpooling passenger then depending on the study goal it may be more informative to measure the emissions per passenger kilometer (the first car would emit 250 g CO2e per passenger kilometer and the second 175 g CO2e) since the ultimate goal of passenger transportation modes is to move people and not vehicles. In this example, evaluating per vehicle and passenger kilometer would lead to two different sets of policy options.

Having established the scope and metrics for evaluating the city, the LCI would be executed (Figure 6: 5). The inventory would evaluate each process within the system boundary for the input and output environmental indicators of interest normalizing them to the functional unit. The inventory would capture direct, indirect, and supply chain requirements for each process. The approaches and data available to develop LCIs are numerous. Literature and software tools should be employed when analyzing particular subsystems to understand the processes involved and the indirect and supply chain requirements. Once completed, the LCI should be expanded to an impact assessment so that total inputs and outputs do not stand as representation of the actual human health, environmental, and other burdens that are ultimately of concern (Figure 6: 6). The final phase in the analysis is interpretation of results where critical system factors, data quality, and policy are evaluated (Figure 6: 7). Furthermore, this phase becomes not the ending point of the assessment but the first step for improvement through re-evaluation. Having identified the critical factors, data quality improvements needed, and policies, the evaluation should commence again with process changes so that indicators are developed for improving both the analysis and burdens.

4.3 Data Quality Assessment and Gaps

While many LCAs exist for city processes or components, low-quality data and gaps still exist and should be addressed to aid in the joining of the two frameworks. Process data for particular stages of the LCA may not exist or may exist at too coarse geographic resolution and should be developed or gathered. The urban metabolism framework’s evaluation of energy, water, materials, nutrients, and wastes when combined with LCA should evaluate cradle-to-cradle processes. (See Figure 1.) Urban sustainability practitioners should start by identifying these data quality issues for each of the five city indicators. Methods exist for evaluating data quality in LCA and the underlying data gaps. The Data Quality Assessment Pedigree Matrix in Table 1 presents indicator criteria for evaluating the quality aspects of data use in large systems. When evaluating a particular data point, process, or component, the practitioner would step through each criteria and assign an indicator score. This would be done for all (if feasible) or critical data points in the assessment and used to rank the overall quality of each factor. The final scores would then be used in the interpretation phase to re-evaluate critical data to improve quality.
### Table 1: Data Quality Assessment Pedigree Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Indicator Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact on Final Result</strong></td>
<td>1: Parameter is the top contributor to final result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Parameter is within the top 5 contributors to final result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Parameter is within the top 10 contributors to final result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4: Parameter is not likely to affect final results significantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5: Parameter contribution is unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquisition Method</strong></td>
<td>Measured data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculated data based on measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculated data partly based on assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qualified estimate (by industrial expert)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonqualified estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independence of Data Supplier</strong></td>
<td>Verified data, information from public or other independent source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verified information from enterprise with interest in the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independent source, but based on nonverified information from industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonverified information from the enterprise interested in the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representation</strong></td>
<td>Representative data from sufficient sample of sites over and adequate period to even out normal fluctuations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative data from smaller number of sites but for adequate periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative data from adequate number of sites, but from shorter periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from adequate number of sites, but shorter periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from unknown area or incomplete data from smaller number of sites and/or from shorter periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Correlation</strong></td>
<td>Less than three years of difference to year of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than five years of difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than 10 years of difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than 20 years of difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age unknown or more than 20 years of difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographical Correlation</strong></td>
<td>Data from area under study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average data from larger area in which the area of study is included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from area with similar production conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from area with slightly similar production conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from unknown area or area with very different production conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technological Correlation</strong></td>
<td>Data from enterprises, processes and materials under study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from processes and materials under study, but from different enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data from processes and materials under study, but from different technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data on related processes or materials, but same technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data on related processes or materials, but different technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range of Variation</strong></td>
<td>Estimate is a fixed and deterministic number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate is likely to vary within a 5% range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate is likely to vary within a 10% range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate is likely to vary more than 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate is likely to vary under unknown ranges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The data quality assessment process can be used to evaluate processes or LCA components in addition to single data points. For example, when evaluating material use by cities, the practitioner should consider extraction of raw material inputs, processing into new products, manufacturing into the material of interest, use, disposal (i.e., recycling, landfilling, etc.), and
transportation between all phases. In evaluating any of these life-cycle components for the material of interest, environmental indicators of interest would be inventoried (e.g., energy inputs, emission outputs). Table 1’s pedigree matrix would be used to create Table 2’s data quality assessment matrix.

**Table 2: Hypothetical Data Quality Assessment Matrix for City Material Use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Impact on Final Result</th>
<th>Acquisition Method</th>
<th>Independence of Data Supplier</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Temporal Correlation</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Material Input Extraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Input Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Adapted from the structure presented in Table 1)

For each cell of the matrix, Table 1’s definitions would be used to score the component. The scores would then be totaled or averaged and the higher the result, the lower the quality and the greater the need for improvement. This method provides a means for evaluating the complexities of large data requirements in LCA and urban metabolism ultimately providing a metric to improve quality and fill in data gaps. Abbreviations

### 4.4 Regrettable Substitutions

Policy and decision-making should consider the suite of environmental and human health impacts in conjunction with technical, social, and economic constraints when crafting regulation. As highlighted in Figure 4, environmental and human health impacts take on many forms. And as illustrated with California HSR, mandates to reduce carbon emissions should be implemented with consideration for other impacts. Comprehensive environmental policy that incorporates LCA and urban metabolism will have the foresight needed to craft regulations that simultaneously reduce multiple impacts. It will also provide a means for evaluating environmental, technical, social, and economic considerations together. California’s Assembly Bill 32 (ARB 32) sets GHG reduction targets for the state through 18 emissions reductions measure [CARB 2010a]. One of these measures is HSR and if constructed will result in one Tg CO\textsubscript{2e} avoided, a small fraction of the 427 Tg CO\textsubscript{2e} reductions needed to meet 2020 targets [CARB 2010a]. However, the economic investment in such a system is large and a potential barrier to constructing the system. Furthermore, the cost per unit of GHG avoided is almost certainly different than the alternatives. Given a limited budget to implement reductions, ARB 32 decision-makers would have to choose the most effective spending option eliminating certain measures. Technical limits may appear in the same manner requiring evaluation of practical implementation of mechanisms.

Incorporating the LCA and urban metabolism frameworks into sustainable community assessment provides a more comprehensive environmental outlook and avoids regrettable
substitutions. The recommendation to incorporate these approaches does not need to manifest as an analytical exercise but can be applied as qualitative assessments. Any policy that seeks to improve the environmental well-being of a community should avoid regrettable substitutions, the tradeoff of one environmental impact for another. And quantitative or qualitative assessments with the proposed frameworks should help illustrate the connections between impacts. With increased attention on environmental and human health impacts, sustainable community policy should adopt systems-oriented thinking to form a more rigorous understanding of the direct, indirect, and supply chain processes associated with each resource input and waste output.
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